
Bristol Harbour resident Dave VanKnapp posted the following
"Waterfront Issue" opinion article on Next Door today (5/25/20). 
We have had requests to share this post with the entire community.

Quote.

Dave VanKnapp - Bristol Harbour

I want to start by thanking the Board for not caving to the intense pressure to
sign the so-called “offer” from Fields Enterprises. The Board held firm, and the
boat slips were opened anyway.

Unfortunately, since opening the docks for business, FE has sued BHVA
(meaning all of us collectively), towed away part of the swim platform, and
closed the rest of the platform.

BHVA was sued by FE in Ontario County Supreme Court on May 18. The
official public documents of the suit can be found
here. https://iapps.courts.state.ny.us/nyscef/DocumentList?
docketId=fWqXbY5VcjqiKhu1mACAJg==&display=all

The court's document base includes FE's complaint, exhibits, affidavits, their
attorney’s brief, and the court’s initial order. I encourage all interested Villagers
to read the documents.

Will Kim's communication to the community (5/24/20) summarizes the lawsuit
and the court's order.

FE is seeking broad powers that could lead, as Kim's memo says, to Villagers
losing control over access to the waterfront. FE is claiming that if you chain
together various definitions over the years, the court should declare that
anyone who rents a boat slip is a “resident” of the Village and therefore has the
same rights with regard to BHVA property as property- owning Villagers.
The next steps are scheduled as follows:

June 17: BHVA to serve opposing papers
July 1: FE to serve any reply papers
July 7: BHVA to appear and show cause why the order requested by FE
should not be granted.

I would like to add a couple of other observations to underscore my support of
the Board's vigorous defense against FE's claims.

First, I found it interesting that in their complaint, FE jumps back and forth

https://iapps.courts.state.ny.us/nyscef/DocumentList?docketId=fWqXbY5VcjqiKhu1mACAJg==&display=all


between sometimes saying that they are only trying to gain marina access for
Non-Villager slip renters, but at other times they leave it open to possible
interpretation that slip renters should have access to all the property and
amenities throughout the Village.

Second, the order entered by the court incorrectly reflected what the judge
said at the hearing, including getting one item backward. I don’t know whether
those mistakes are attributable to FE's attorneys (who drafted the order) or to
the court clerk (who presented it to the judge), but again I implore the Board
and our attorneys to be careful when dealing with FE and its attorneys. They
are determined adversaries. Any ambiguity in the language of the court’s final
order could become a time bomb that goes off in the future.

Some have stated that FE seeks nothing but the good of the BHVA community
in their activities. That seems ridiculous when you consider the variety of
actions — including the lawsuit — that FE has taken to advance their
commercial interests at the expense of the personal interests, use, and
enjoyment of BHVA's common properties by BHVA Villagers and our guests.
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